Ireland and Northern Ireland

Ancient and Modern Ireland: From the Cliffs of Moher to Giants Causeway

11 days

Travel to Galway, Dublin, Derry, Belfast, with highlights including the Cliffs of Moher, Poulnabrone Dolmen, St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Newgrange, the Hill of Tara, and major sites of the 1916 Easter Rising.

TOUR NUMBER: 1856510NY
GROUP LEADER: Professor Jerra Jenrette and Professor Lenore Barbian
DATES: 5/17/2017 – 5/27/2017 (Subject to change)

This experience will combine an anthropological & historical approach to the study of Ireland & its rich history & culture. We will explore Ireland’s prehistoric past, the Viking influence, the independence movement for a free Ireland, & 20th century events.

QUESTIONS: Submit your paper application to Dr. Jerra Jenrette (jjenrette@edinboro.edu) ASAP, spots will fill quickly! Once accepted, you will be provided with a link to pay your enrollment deposit and establish a payment plan.
WE TRAVEL TO LEARN

Today's global community challenges each of us to engage people and cultures we might not fully understand. The more we travel, the more likely we are to connect local issues to global ones—and the more culturally aware we become in an increasingly interdependent world.